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Brief information and a call for participation 
Mathematical Competition 

"Mislisha - 2014" 
FOR STUDENTS primary and secondary schools 

"Archimedes " is the end of 2005. he received the approval / support from the Ministry of Education and Sports 
of the Republic of Serbia (No. 6-00 -705/2005-06 ) in Serbia organized event modeled on international 
mathematics competition " Kangaroo " . We're kind of competition in Serbia called Mathematical Competition " 
mean" . In doing so, we made some changes which , in our opinion , represent significant improvements, ie . 
competition makes it easier technically and professionally and pedagogically more acceptable . By far there 

approximately 224,300 primary school students and secondary schools (7100 +14,100 +27,600 +28,200 
+33,200 +35,700 +37,000 +41,300) , which indicates the popularity and quality of the competition . This school 
year . organize the competition "mean in 2014 " (ninth year ) . 
       The competition has two levels : basic (main ) and the final level (national level). 
        1 The competition (basic ) will be held on 13 March in 2014. (Thursday) at 12 hours (with the exception 
possibly move in half an hour ) and duration ( with introductory explanations) to 100 minutes ( for 2 times . 
elementary school up to 90 min . ) and assignments 90 minutes ( for 2 times . primary school - 75 minutes). 
Watch out! Since last year the dates of the " mean" and " kangaroo " are different (on request DMS) . 
        2 For students from your school competition will be held in the school ( elementary level ) . 
            Moto competition: Mathematics for all ( or at least most ) . No selection of elimination heats and 
rangovanja school . By all students who wish to , from 2 4th grade elementary school High school grades , 
especially those who like to solve mathematical problems nice and wants to learn mathematics with pleasure. 
You need a little attention and thinking. That's why we have competition and called "mean " . Here is an 
opportunity for students to test their mathematical skills. 
        3 Solves the test with 25 items ( in 2 times . Primary school - 15 tasks), sorted by weight, with five of 
answers to each task , of which only one is correct . This response indicates the student ( enrolled ) on a 
separate answer sheet. Explanations are not written . The test remains a student , and he teaches a list ( 
table) with the answers . (Thus the student can later check answers and to think about all the tasks ) . List- 
table with the responses from all the schools in Serbia are reviewed and evaluated responses in the " 
Archimedes" . 
        Tests specific to each class . Tasks are divided into three groups ( 8 very light and often humorous tasks , 
9 slightly heavier and more difficult - 8 non-standard tasks ( for 2nd grade elementary school - three groups of 
5 problems ) are scored 3 , 4 or 5 points . Thus, the participant in the competition can win a maximum of 100 
points ( for the 2nd grade elementary school - 60 points). 
        4 The competition in each school is carried out by operational instructions that , together with the tasks , 
the school ( through the Director or Coordinator ) receives the " Archimedes" . This manual is the same as last 
year. It was published on našimm sites ( with the application) . 
        5 After processing the papers with answers ( the 15th of April in 2014. Was ) , every school that 
učestovovala the contest receives a report and ordered scores ( by grade) for all participants in the competition 
(even in groups of tasks) . At the competition, each student receives a certificate of participation in the 
competition is an appropriate gift . 
        6 The best athletes, the grades of " Archimedes" receive appropriate recognition : diploma with 
appropriate prizes (I, II, III prize) or praise . The most successful are invited to Belgrade for the Republican 
finals ( 27 April 2014), where they can win I, II, III award or commendation , and the best of the best - special 
first prize ( a summer school math ) . 4 provides for special prizes. 
           We recommend that schools themselves , according to their abilities , rewards the most successful 
competition -care and teacher- organizers ( work team) . Delivery of all these awards should be performed at 

http://www.arhimedes.rs/


the ceremony . Schools and teachers (coordinator and members of the work team ) who carried out the 
competition at the school , also of " Archimedes" receive thanks and gifts ! 
           7 The competition is self-financed by dues payments for each competitor . These funds are used to 
cover the costs of organizations having competition ( reproduction / print information and instructions , tests 
and answer sheets , certificates of appreciation and other awards , envelopes , post , email , electricity , 
administration, taxes ) , and for the most awards presents the competitors "mean ." The amount to be paid " 
Archimedes" for " mean" in the academic 2013/2014 . year is 100 dinars per student if upalati the end of 
2013th year, or 150 per student for payments made in in 2014. year. To cover the cost of competition in the 
school , for gifts and awards that the school gives contestants can still collect up to 50 dinars per student . We 
recommend , if possible, for participants from schools all costs ( or at least this extra part) bears schools , a 
donor or sponsor . Based on subscriptions students become members of the Club "mean " in the MD " 
Archimedes" and receive a membership card . 
       8 Students are informed about the competition through their teachers, and in other ways. Can 
www.arhimedes.rs to sites and www.mislisa.rs , where a more detailed obaveštnja about everything. Every 
school should form a task force (the Commission ) to conduct competitions in which : the teacher - coordinator 

cians ) . Exceptionally, if more than 45 students 2 
elementary school , then for 2 times . may be a special assistant coordinator . The Coordinator is the 
responsible person through whom commissions and school communicate with " Archimedes" . Coordinator / 
work team completed a questionnaire on the competition. 
       9 All students from one school to compete reported school or coordinator . To register using a special form 
APPLICATION. Registration forms can be completed according to instructions ( in the form and number). For 
the 2nd times . Primary school is mandatory to fill separate application . 
         Each application is written ( copied ) in two copies : one to be sent to us and the other stays at school for 
reconciliation ( when schools deliver results.) Applications should be sent to the following address : 
                             "Archimedes ,"   " Archimedes" 
                              Post. Box 88   or  Decanska no. 6 
                             11103 Belgrade   11000 Belgrade 
         Schools in Belgrade application can bring directly into the " Archimedes" ( Decanska 6). 
        Applications should be submitted with proof of payment ( copy of the payment ) . Our current account 

 of payment of dues "mean in 2014 " or 
just "mean " ( for students ____ ) . Recipient: "Archimedes " Belgrade , Decanska 6 The payment is done or 
school coordinator for all registered students. Do not make a single payment for the students ! 
     10th The deadline for applications is 14 februar in 2014. year , so we based applications could prepare 
materials and tests ( tasks ) for the competition and send them on time , because of all the schools competition 
held on 13 March in 2014. (basic level). 
           Along with this information and send a registration form . If the school has an e - mail and Internet 
access from our website or www.arhimedes.rs www.mislisa.rs can download a registration form , copy the 
required number of copies , fill it on a computer , typewriter or by hand ( legibly ) and sent to our email address 
: arhimed1@eunet.rs or regular mail . 
      11th Each school , which učestovovala the contest will receive a report with the results for the school 
arranged for each participant in the competition (even in groups of tasks) - to 15.04.2014 . 
      12th Please respect the deadlines and instructions, in order to avoid misunderstanding. We calculate the 
maximum correctness of this business. For that special responsibility coordinator and director of the school. 
This is an opportunity for all the stakeholders ( schools , teachers, students ) see their achievements in 
mathematics. And all of this in one day and go! We hope that students , teachers and of course , this time to 
enjoy the tasks, achievements and awards received . 
          All assignments ( with solutions) with a "Mislisha " in 2006 , 2007, 2008 , 2009, 2010 , 2011, 2012 , 
2013th were published in collections (especially for primary and secondary schools ) , which can be used for 
the preparation of students . In addition, for 2, 3 , 4 , 5 6, 7 , 8 times . PS we published a special collection of 
preparatory tasks. 
          Some 13 March in 2014. Mathematics is the holiday in your school and in schools throughout the 
Republic of Serbia . So it was already eight times so far ! Let us strive together to make it so in 2014. year ! 
And how is it so far ? Read favor "mean " - successfully ! 
          For additional information, please contact us (daily, 9 - 20 h . ) . 
          We expect a very successful collaboration . Thank you . 

          We wish you a successful school year 2013/2014 . year !  

 

"ARCHIMEDES" – 40  YEARS !                                                               "ARCHIMEDES"  
 1. october – Day of "Archimedes"! 


